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About This Game

A long, long time ago, back in 2003. Old Whiplin made a planet for the Fennians called Ye Fenny.
It was once a happy place, where the Fennians could eat Butter Bark and smoke Joyfully.

But one day, a tyrant by the name of the Evil Good Shepherd, took over the planet and banished Old Whiplin to a golden kettle.
Can you the Outlander, cleanse the planet, and bring peace and harmony back to Ye Fenny?

Welcome to the beautiful lush planet of Ye Fenny. Explore 9 different areas through 15 phases. Battle the evil inhabitants which
plague the lands of Ye Fenny with 4 different weapons. Destroy all 9 of The Evil Good Shepherds apprentices in hard-hitting

boss battles, and come face to face with the Shepherd himself.

Enjoy 5 different play styles! Shoot your way through Shepherd's evil forces on land Swim through the alluring blue waters of
the underworld. Travel fast rapid waters down the creek on your log raft, while dodging mines and sheep's spit. Fly in a

helicopter up the sunset mountain of the Patoonga region. Embark on a wondrous quest in the Christmas Cove bonus levels. Can
you find them all?

Watch and Hear! The story which unfolds throughout Ye Fenny’s 31 FMV cutscenes consisting of over 33 minutes of footage.

You'll also get guidance on how to play and make your way through Ye Fenny via the hints and tips screens. These also consist
of FMV cutscene which will give you a clear visual understanding of what to do.

Configure the games controls the way you want them at any time. Press CTRL+Y to bring up the controller option box anytime
in the game and configure 'player 1's' controls.
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Title: Ye Fenny - Revenge of the Evil Good Shepherd
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
DPAD-FTW
Publisher:
DPAD-FTW
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Xp

Processor: Pentium 4 HT 3.0Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: HD4650 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 9 Compatible

English
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Made team of hermits, sold clothes, got♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by tentacle monsters, 10/10 would fap again.. dont want to be rude here so
i will simply say dont buy this even tho the game is reworked it still crashs from time to time also you cant find oracle stones till
much later on what is an oracle stone its a place that ids unidentified magic items oh sometimes magic items are cursed and you
cant get them off with out a shrine where is the shrine i dont know but its not at the chruch :P combat its still boring you click
on a monster to hit it and thats it dodging and missing and hitting all seems to be random yes i can up different stats when i
make my character but the game doesnt tell me if any of the stats does anything or if it improves anything ether one of the good
ideas in this game is that instad of lockpicking you use runes to unlock things but sadly runes are also used for making spells and
crafting and there are 3 different types of runes for 3 different types of chests i have found 20 runes still cant open one chest its
kind of sad if this game had classes, a much better combat system, a better spell system and was reworked some it could have
been pretty good game sadly it is not Do not buy this game is its not a new version of the game it is the same game with less
bugs still not very good. Love this game, it was my brother's favorite game and mine when I was young and had so much fun
playing it.
Now that its on steam I can play it again and have alot more fun. definitely recommend this game.. love it! would be awesome if
we could hade voice chat as a option when making a match. One of my favorite games ever. Discovered it on the old nes first
and probably the first game that left me totally mesmerized by how different it was. If this game mean anything to you i
recomend the excellent Thimbleweed Park by the two guys who made Maniac Mansion. Full of references to it.

 I disgress. If you never played maniac mansion before, it is an old point and click adventure game by lucasgames back in the
days. You select 3 kids out of a possible 7. Who you pick changes the game somewhat since they each have their own little
abilities wich allows you to solve different puzzles.

 This release include the old and also the improved version. Neither of wich feature voices. It's an old game. Barely any music .
The nes version was better in that regard.. Nice documentary about real people trying to stick it to da man.
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The game is fantasticly fun, though I suggest waiting for a sale as its a relatively lite on content for $10. $5 is a reasonable price.

Pros:
-Quality cartoon sci-fi art
-Absolutely fantastic music
-Solid core shooting mechanics
-Good weapon variety and enemy variety

Cons:
-A little overpriced
-There are only 3 mission types
-It took me only 2 hours to get 67% of the way through a game. I plan on replaying it a few times, but still seems fairly short.
-Gets a tad repetitive, this is an afternoon shooter.

(some tips for new players: Use your grenades all of the time everytime, use health items when safe from enemies, and when
you select party upgrades don't pick anything fancy, stick to the most straightforward destructive forces as you wont have the
state of mind to use the more tricksy weaponry effectively in the heat of the moment.). Back when I used to pre-order games,
Theatre of War was among my most anticipated games of 2007. However upon playing the game, I was terribly dissapointed in
its abysmal performance and terrible ai, and generally extremely slow gameplay. After less than one week of playing the game, I
gave up on it. Fast forward to late 2014 when I saw that this title was on sale for $0.99. 99 cents. Wow, I had to give it another
go, and sure enough the game has not only been patched to fix all of its early key problems from when it was first released, but
also comes with the most important and critically acclaimed mod ready to install right away.

Right away I could tell that this game was reborn and risen like a phoenix. Theatre of War has come from an abysmal early life
to being without doubt THE BEST representation of company size combined arms warfare of the Second World War ever put
in video game form. I can not emphasize enough how fantastic and near perfect this game is. In fact I could not believe that I
was playing the same game that I first played seven years earlier. Bottom line, Theatre of War is a masterpiece in the genre of
tactical wargames. A solid 9.5/10 maybe even 10/10. Yeah, 10/10!

If you are someone who hates the lame arcadey company of heroes nonsense, then you owe it to yourself to get this incredible
and extremely satisfying and PROPER wargame, right NOW!. Fapping even not so hard than clicking 5000 times... and when i
had 3800 achievments, i reset game so i must started from begining... GG bois. This game is super fun, if youre thinking about
getting it do it!. I'm genuinely sad that this game is nearly fifteen years old and so few games have come out in the whole of the
time that have had the same feeling of pure narrative RPG elements that this one has. Where, in most instances, it's abundantly
clear that a game has components solely designed to appeal to the maximum viewship and reach the maximum number of sales,
I genuinely feel the the sole purpose of Geneforge 2 is to diligently tell a good story and allow a player to experience and
navigate through that world, regardless of the effect that would have on the market.

Geneforge 2 tells the story of a young apprentice who is traveling with their mentor to do a routine inspection on one of their
poorer and more distant colonies, and stumble into an entire world that's not supposed to be there. Two effectively advances the
plot from one, as you can see the same character and learn about what happened to them between the previous game and now,
and you can once again chose your alliances and work through the struggles that this new world brings.

Over all, this game has the atmosphere that I'm most satisfied with and most comfortable with. Realistic human characters with
interests and motivations, managing a delicate power balance that threatens to destroy the faction you care about most. The
characters and they present the case for what they believe in, and how dangerous it is to be found out, hits compelling note with
me and actually makes me care about what happens to them and the role I play in the valley.

The game is old, by now. The resolution isn't the best, and the graphics were never mind blowing to begin with, but it still caries
the same charm it ever had and I'm somewhat partial to say that it's aged relatively well. Above all else, the story remains, the
characters remain, and nothing can damage that element.

Geneforge 2 could possibly be my most favourite game of all time. And I cannot foresee any reason that I would not
recommend it. It will always have a place in my heart.
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My review is positive.. If the original IHH obvious errors had been fixed then this would have been utterly superb.......... but its
only good in my view.......... I worked on the real ones for 15 years........... so I know these ones inside & out........ deffo only a
sale purchase in my view. I cannot login, I cannot change temporary password that was sent to my email when logging in with
different browsers it appears the fields on the website keep adding random letters when trying to ype in characters, adding more
s**t into the password field then inputted. They need to fix this, I just started 3 fresh characters and lost an old account a awhile
back.|

 Appears these companies that keep purchasing the game have no idea how to move databases and continue to force everyone to
start over which is a waste. If you can't migrate databases just close the damn game your losing fans and the playerbase with this
juggling♥♥♥♥♥♥between companies.

WHY SO BUTTHURT Calintz ?. The developers got their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665together and improved the
game tenfold, connectivity to servers is much better in Oz and the game feels a whole lot smoother through optimisations, gj
devs!. I was initially interested in the concept for this game, but nothing has managed to pull me in. The dull and limited
interface + music + interactions are enough to actually make buying the world boring. There just doesn't seem to be that much
to do. Compared against a game like Monopoly, which may have been the first game to offer the experience of unfettered
capitalism (it's at least the most popular), Neocolonialism feels worse then incomplete.. I'm not sure why I even have this game
in my library. One of the worst games I have ever played. This wouldn't be a good game even 25 years ago.
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